
CHAPEL 

Jaly 2, 1927. 

Robert H. Wright 

The English language is a most interesting study. I do not teach it 

because I do not know how to use it as I should. Mr, Meadows said that this 

was our birthday. i want to ask you how old is a child on its first birthday 

and I want to ask you also hoid old he is at the first anniversary of his birth. y 

Nineteen years ago today this picture was made, and it represents Governor 7, J, 

Jarvis brealting ground for the first building that was 

was the front of the dormitory to the east of this building, and I 

he did not use the shovel that he used when he had the picture made, but 

actually used this spade, That was 19 years ago, -1908 + July 2, and m 

following October 5, one year; that is, October 5, 1909, the doors of the 

institution were open for acceptance of students, Miss Pattie Dowell was the 

name of the first student on our records, 

We had managed to assemble a faculty and to get together a few students. 

We did not have an electric light plant ready to operate, and we were not connected 

with the town power plant, We opened up the college with just a 

of folks ,- just a small bunch of homesick boys and girls (W 

have @ boy yet.), but the teachers and officers were Just as homesick as 

students, We did not have electric lights in the rooms, bu 
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| tem and 712 in the summer tema, & total of 1448, ani 152 names have 

| been counted twice, making the net enrollment 1269. Doring the eighteen years 

: of our existence we have taught in the regular college years a total of 6171 

| people, and during the summer tems we have taught 7306, or a total of 14582, 

| 879 of these students having been counted twice, giving a totel net enrollment 

| of 13,703, and practically 15,800 of these people have teught school in North 

| Carolina, I believe I am save in saying 15600 have taught or will teach. of 

course, some of those enrolled last year have not yet teught. 

: This institution was esteblished by the state for the sole purpose of train- 

| ing janahans for the public schools of North Cerolina. It started out as a 

: noma) gchool, and in order that it might be enacted into lew they had to mi it ? 

| down es ® normal echool because my own Alma Mater opposed allowing us to even 

| have & course of study any more advanced than that required for sdmission to the 

Steve Malware ity I wish you would just Anes stage that proviso in the bill 

ae /owe course of study should not be eny hisher really then a high school, and 

| the president of the University of North Carolim, a good friend of man, and he is 

stilt Aivine, is the man who had that put in, so I have been told. Well, 1! rg 

| sala, * Governor Jarvis, who wes a wise man, the wisest man I ever knew, "Do you 

| know that is in the law?". He said, “Yes, we had to put it in." "Ye cannot 

| A ya eourse of study that say", I told him, and he said, “Do not pay any 

dttntion to ite When the legislature meets we will revise it. It does not 

| nake any difference." At The next meetin: of the legislature we had the law repeale 

| / ane sae a professor of the University of NorthcCarolina stuck that law in 

| | again, _ &) few years ago we hed the law changed. 

| A fi F em telling you this to give you an idea of how the large colleges in this 

| | _/ countxy! look upon a teacher training school, If think of all the people in the
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world who need to be educated #& ta among them are are some of the college 

faculties, Well, I think we have that out of the law now. But they put a 

nane to the institution longer than the president they selected, - Bast Carolina 

Teacher Training School, and after a long discussion with our Board of Trustees 

we managed to get it cut down to East Carolina Teachers College, and now people 

are talking about naming it something else. I hope they will not, but if they 

do I hope the name will be just State Teachers College. 

At first this was simply a two-year normal school, doing two years of 

teacher training beyond the standard high school, but giving two years of high 

school also because there were not standard high schools all about over North 

Carolina then. We would take students for two years of high school and géte 

them special training, getting them ready to enter the normal course. We have 

gone beyond that just as we have gone beyond the board walk, just as we have added 

about one and one-half million d@dtars worth of buildings, until the requirements 

of admission here are about the same as for any other standard college. The 

largest teacher training school in the world has taken our catalog and used it as 

a tent beck with their graduate students, studying our course of study. 

fhe institution has moved from what it was to what it is without everf 

changing one particle from its original purpose = to train teachers for the 

public schools of North Carolina, There have been quite a number of changes, 

I am going to have this picture put on the bulletin board and I want you to look 

at the women. We men love to look at women, and you women will be interested 

too, Just as dresses have changed, just so everything else has changed. Just 

@s we see more of each other uk oe a in 1908 just so we know more about the 

things of life than they knew in 1908, The old world is changing 6 great deal 

and our college is keeping apace with it and just a little ahead of the procession, 

just enovgh so that you can meet the advancing civilization and still be tied to 

the things of today, with our purposes constantly held in view, never wavering 

one iote from the purpose for thich the State of Nort Carolina established this 

institution and for which the State of North Carolina spent about 2! millions of 

 



  

dollars for building. The state is spending this year $165,000 to maintain 

this institution so hat the children of North Carolina may have better trained 

and efficient teachers, that we may have a better civilization, a more intelligent 

people, & more propserous state, and better North Carolina for you and for me to 

live in. 

This is the anniversary of the breaking of ground for the building of 

this institution and it is stated owned . The Town of Greenville and the 

County of Pitt voted jointly for $100,000 worth of bonds to go to the state toward 

building this institution . When they first put up the six buildings that 

were here at the end of the second year I told Governor Jarvis that we would 

have to go to the legislature and ask for more money to enlarge the institution 

and he said, "Mr; Wright, we thougth we had built it large enough for twenty 

years,” “Well I said, “Governor Jarvis, you are not really made with me 

because we filled it up in two years, are you?". Ne answered, “No, we are 

glad to see that the people of North Carolina ere anxious for & place to take 

tesachurxixraiuinug training to teach the children of our state, We will go to 

the legislature and ask them for more money." And we have been doing that 
to 

regularly since 1911, and the state has been giving/us, teking it as the state 

gives to other institutions, very liberally, We have no just complaint or fault 

to find with our state, but she has not given it to us anything like as rapidly 

as the needs of the state call for, But we heve grown a little over 280 percent 

in the eighteen years of our existence, I hope you individually will not grow 

thet much physically, but I do hope you will grow more than thet mentally and 

spiritually, and we owe it all, young women, to the old state, She is doing a 

big part here for the education of her children, and I am going to ask you to stan 

and sing our state song as a concluding part of my address to you this morning, 

 


